Atomic dynamics in liquids with competing interactions.
The influence of the type of atomic interaction on the atomic dynamics is studied for liquid Na(x)Sn(1-x) (x = 0.9, 0.77, 0.57, 0.5, 0.33) alloys by cold neutron inelastic scattering. The dispersions obtained from the longitudinal current correlation function J(l)(Q,omega) show clear evidence for the dependence of the dynamics on the type of interaction (metallic, ionic, partly covalent) tuned by changing the composition of the alloy. For the first time, a second dispersion branch is observed in the total J(l)(Q,omega) around Q(p), the position of the principal peak of S(Q), for the Sn-rich compositions. The dynamic properties are discussed and compared to results of recent ab initio molecular dynamics simulations.